Perfect Patchwork Templates and Books, Patterns, Rulers and Accessories

#8018 — $16.00

4" wide

Cut wider strips and make perfect mitered corners. Use this ruler for many tasks usually done with a 6" by 24" ruler.

#8002 — $24.00

8" x 24"

#8972 — $14.00

3" x 18"

#8971 — $20.00

6" x 24"

#8097 — $18.00

15.24 x 45.7 cm

6" x 18"

#8100 — $22.00

15.24 x 60.96 cm

6" x 24"

#8973 — 6½” Squaring Up Ruler $11.00 (not shown) There is one 45° diagonal line. The last ¼" on two sides is great for checking your seam allowance.

#8018 — 4” My Favorite Mitering Ruler

Also use this ruler for many tasks normally done with a 6” x 24” ruler.

#8002 — 8” x 24” My Favorite Mitering Ruler

#8972 — 3” x 18” My Favorite Ruler

#8971 — 6” x 24” My Favorite Ruler

#8097 — 6” x 18” Universal Ruler (inches & cm)

#8100 — 6” x 24” Universal Ruler (inches & cm)

STORM at SEA DIAMOND SET #8065 — $15.00

Quilters have asked us for these templates and we’re happy to oblige. Two multi-size pieces that complement Sets A, B and D for making Storm at Sea blocks. Also used in other block designs. 2 pieces. Must be used with additional From Marti Michell templates.

LOG CABIN RULERS

Each ruler features 2 strip widths for cutting strips to the exact length to make Log Cabin blocks up to 14” square. Finished strips are 2:1, so you can cut strips from both sides of the ruler to make Off-center Log Cabin blocks.

See page 3 for companion book!

#8037, ¾” & 1½” $14.00

#8038, 1” & 2” $15.00

#8058, ½” & ¼” $14.00

finished strip widths

60° Equilateral Triangle Rulers

Small Ruler #8962: 2”—6” Finished Side $11.00

Large Ruler #8963: 3”—9” Finished Side $16.00

Our multiple-size 60° triangle rulers work perfectly with our hexagon family of templates (Sets G, H and N).

MULTI-SIZE KITE RULER


#8158 Retail $13.00

**DIAGONAL SET TRIANGLE RULERS**

Original (flip style):

#8967 — 3” to 9” $12.00

#8968 — 6” to 16” $18.00

NEW Full Triangle:

#8105 — 2½” to 10” $17.00

#8104 — 5” to 16” $30.00

At last, a no-math solution to cutting both the corner triangles and the large setting triangles for diagonal set quilts. Available in two styles. Visit our Web site for complete details.

**FLYING GEESE RULER**

#8022 — $12.00

Make Flying Geese units in 5 sizes! 2½” x 5” to 4½” x 9”. Includes equivalents for 2+2 (Set A), 9+9 (Set B) and 94+94 (Set Q). Using our ruler means cutting and discarding almost twice as much fabric as needed for each Flying Geese unit. It’s cheaper and easier to cut and sew three triangles rather than throw away four!

**STORM AT SEA DIAMOND SET**

Quilters have asked us for these templates and we’re happy to oblige. Two multi-size pieces that complement Sets A, B and D for making Storm at Sea blocks. Also used in other block designs. 2 pieces. Must be used with additional From Marti Michell templates.

**STAR SASHING SET**

Add the sparkle of sashing stars to any quilt with sashings and cornerstones. Use this set to cut all the pieces to make 2”, 3” and 4” wide sashing stars in three styles (shown above). The sashing ruler is 4½” x 12½”—perfect for 12” blocks—but is easily positioned on the end of any length strip. Cut matching cornerstones with it, too!

#8114 — $18.00
Perfect Patchwork Templates

Perfect for rotary cutters—Cut multiple layers at one time—Specific-size ⅛-inch thick acrylic pieces—⅛-inch seam allowances included—Permanent identification system—“Smart” revolutionary double-blunt corners engineered for perfect alignment. No more dog ears!—Companion tools for strip cutting and piecing techniques—Laser cut accuracy—PERFECT for hand or machine piecers. Precision corner concept by Jane Hackworth Gruchacz.


Set A
7 Pieces based on a 3½” Square, plus Component Shapes
Product No. 8251
Retail $17

Set B
7 Pieces based on a 4” Square, plus Component Shapes
Product No. 8252
Retail $21

Set C
7 Pieces, Bonus Shapes that complement Set A
Product No. 8253
Retail $21

Set D
8 Pieces, Bonus Shapes that complement Set B.
Product No. 8254
Retail $22

Set E
7 Pieces based on 45° Diamond plus Bonus Shapes.
Product No. 8255
Retail $23

Set F
5 Pieces. Makes a 12” Block. Includes instructions for 3 quilts.
Product No. 8344
Retail $13

Sunburst Quilts to Make, 16-page booklet: instructions for 5 quilts and wall hangings.
Product No. 30006
Retail $10

Set G
9 Pieces for cutting 11 shapes. Based on 1½” and 2” Hexagons, plus Component Shapes
Product No. 8950
Retail $25

Set H
3 Pieces for cutting 11 shapes. Based on 1½” and 3” Hexagons, plus Component Shapes
Product No. 8951
Retail $20

Set J
6 Pieces for cutting 10 shapes. Makes a 6” finished block.
Product No. 8952
Retail $19

Set K
7 Pieces for cutting 11 shapes. Makes a 12” block. Includes patterns for house variations.
Product No. 8953
Retail $24

Set L
6 Pieces for cutting 8 shapes. Makes 12” Bear’s Paw and other 7x7 blocks. Includes cutting tips.
Product No. 8954
Retail $20

Set M
5 Pieces to cut 7 shapes for 12” Churn Dash and other 5x5 blocks. Cutting tips.
Product No. 8955
Retail $20

Set N
5 Pieces for Cutting 6 Shapes based on a 1” Square and a ¾” Hexagon.
Product No. 8956
Retail $15

Set O
5 Pieces for making a 19½” Feathered Star with 6” center square. Cutting instructions for corner square and side triangles, complete sewing instructions, and quilt ideas.
Product No. 8958
Retail $18

Set P
5 Pieces to make a 27½” Feathered Star with 8½” center square. Complete instructions for cutting corner square and side triangles, sewing instructions and quilt ideas.
Product No. 8959
Retail $22

Set Q
Q is For Quilting; 3 Pieces; 2½” square, its compatible half-square triangle and companion quarter-square triangle. With booklet featuring dozens of blocks from 5” to 20”, tips for combining blocks and several simple quilt designs.
Product No. 8020
Retail $14

Set R
2 Pieces to make 5½” finished Peaky and Spike unit for 10” and 15” pinwheels and other blocks. Sewing instructions for basic unit plus a variety of blocks to make using the Improved Snowball Trick and in combination with Set Q.
Product No. 8019
Retail $16

MICHELL MARKETING, INC. • P.O. Box 80218, Atlanta, GA 30366-0218 USA
(800) 558-3568 • (770) 458-6500 • Fax (770) 451-8628 • www.frommarti.com • info@frommarti.com
**3 templates for cutting 7 shapes:**
- Trippers
- 2½” □

*From Marti Michell

**Product Number 8059**

- 2½” x 42” strips
- 45° Diamond
- 60° Diamond
- Hexagon
- Conehead
- 2 sizes of 60° Triangles
  - Fits Hexagon S-2a
  - Fits Half-Hexagon S-2b

- S-1a
- Half Hexagon S-1+S-1
- S-2
- S-3

- 13/strip
- 22/strip
- 28/strip
- 9/strip

Visit [www.frommarti.com](http://www.frommarti.com) for complete details & color photos of quilts and products.

**NEW Strippity Do-Dahs! Patterns—$5 each**

- #8108 — Mosaic Four Patch Bed Quilt—Use with Set B #8252 & any Diagonal Set Triangle Ruler
- Mini Mountains #8090
  - Use with Strippers #8059
- Rolling Star, Product #8091
  - Use with Set B #8252 & Strippers
- Chevron Charm #8092
  - Use with Strippers #8059
- Stepping Stones #8093
  - Use with Log Cabin Ruler #8038
- Inner City #8094
  - Use with Strippers #8059
- Mosaic 4-Patch #8018
  - Use with Set B & any of our Diag Set Triag Rulers

**From Marti Michell BOOKS**

**Encyclopedia of Patchwork Blocks, Vols 1–4. 48 pgs, $10 each**

- Volume 1 #8342
  - Use with Set A or B
- Volume 2 #8343
  - Sets A+C or B+D
- Volume 3 #8345
  - Use with Set E
- Volume 4 #8346
  - Use with Set L or M

- Vol 6 #8966
  - $16.00;
  - Set G or H
  - 76 pages, 12 in color

**Sunburst Quilts to Make #30006—$10.00**

- Sunburst Quilts to Make; use with Set F

**Machine Quilting in Sections #8025**

- $20.00
  - 72 pages, color
  - • assemble quilted sections
  - • add borders • 4 quilt patterns • 12 examples

**Kaleidoscope ABCs 8049 $20.00**

- 80 pages, color
  - • New patterns and updated classics in multiple sizes, lots more! Use with Kaleido-Rulers

**Log Cabin ABCs #8043 $20.00**

- 80 pages, color
  - • 14 quilt patterns
  - • Use with Log Cabin Rulers

**Machine Quilting**

- 2½” Strippers Templates—#8059—$14

- 3 templates for cutting 7 shapes: hexagon, 60° conehead, 45° diamond, equilateral triangles, half-hexagon and the small triangle that matches the hexagon for another “I Spy” size. Perfect for 2½” strips like Jelly Rolls.
MORE TEMPLATES

**DRESDEN PLATE—Two Different Sets**

Mini set makes 5½” and 3” plates. Both rounded and pointed tips.

#8964 Retail $16
Makes 7", 10½” and 12” plates. Both rounded and pointed tips.

#8965 Retail $20

**DRUNKARD’S PATH—Two Different Sets**

#8960 $16
Shapes A and B are used to make a 3” finished Drunkard’s Path block. A is used to cut a quarter-circle opening from a 3½” square and shape B is cut from a 2½” strip. Use Templates C and D for 4” Drunkard’s Path units.

#8024 $18
6”-7” LARGE DRUNKARD’S PATH PLATE SET—Works the same way, creates bigger pieces.

**TEMPLATE CARRIER**

#30101 (with one 6-pocket page; 12 zippered pockets total) $55.00

6-Pocket Page #30102 $17
4-Pocket Page #30103 $12.50
2-Pocket Page #30186 $17

**KALEIDO-RULERS**

Small (2” to 8” blocks) #8641 $12
Large (6” to 16” blocks) #8642 $17

**NEW! HEXAGON RULER —** Use on strips to cut 6 sizes of hexagons, from 2” to 4½” per side. #8060—$18.00

**CORNER TRIMMER**

Includes 8-page booklet of why’s and how’s for corner trimming your way to better quilting! #8064—$5

**GIANT DAHLIA TEMPLATES**

54” (137 cm) diameter. 9 pieces with quarter-inch seam allowances, plus instructions for a queen/double quilt. Lots of people want to make Giant Dahlia quilts but no one wants to make the patterns. Perfect Patchwork Templates to the rescue! Includes instruction booklet for Queen/Double quilt.

#8949 $55.00

**NEW! Optional Combined AAB and IHI templates for the Giant Dahlia Template Set. #8039, $14.00**

**QUILTING STENCIL**

Fits our Dahlia template set. #8961 $14.00

**NEW! NOT SO GIANT DAHLIA TEMPLATE SET**

36” (91.4 cm) diameter. 9 pieces with seam allowances and instruction booklet for making a 50” square quilt. Center is made with 8 “combined AAB” pieces. Piece the border with the small Kaleido-Ruler or paper patterns included.

#8034 $42

**DOUBLE WEDDING RING TEMPLATES**

Step-by-step instruction booklet covers using the templates, cutting fabrics, and sewing curved seams. Also includes pieced and single arc variations, Lafayette’s Orange Peel made with just the large melon and center pieces, and Robbing Peter to Pay Paul with the split melon.

7 pieces, for single fabric and pieced arcs, based on a 12” square, plus 32-page instruction book.

#8017 $38

**WINDING WAYS TEMPLATES**

3 pieces. Gradual curves are easy to rotary cut and sew. Includes detailed instructions for making the block and another project.

6” finished block #8052 $17
8½” finished block #8974 $18
11” finished block #8053 $22

**FOLDING MIRRORS**

An innovative way to preview design concepts. Helps establish how your ideas work before extensive cutting. Great for use with Template Set E (8-pointed stars) and Kaleido-Rulers. Incl. instructions.

6” Mirrors #8941 $10
5½” x11½” Mirrors #30084 $20

---
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